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ABSTRACT. An operator means a bounded linear operator on a Hilbert space H. We give a simplified proof of the following inequality: (II) l(T*,y)|2<(|r|2«*,x)(|n2(1~aW)
for any operator T and for any x, y G H and for any real number a with 0 < a < 1. In case 0 < a < 1, the equality in (Ii) holds iff \T\2ax and T*y are linearly dependent iff Tx and |T*|2(1_Q't/ are linearly dependent. (Ii) is equivalent to (la) KTz^l^lllTrxlMlin1"^!!, so one might believe that the equality in (Ii) or (I2) would hold iff |T|2ai
and IT*!2'1-"^ are linearly dependent or iff |r|Qi and \T,\1-ay are linearly dependent, but we can give counterexamples to these mistakes. By this fact, the form of (Ii) is more convenient than (I2) in order to remind us of the case when the equality in (Ii) or (I2) holds. 
\T*\" = U\T\"U*.
As (*) holds for |T| and U*U is the initial projection, we have i-(|T|«) = R(\T\), so U*U\T\i = \T\*. And |T*|2 = TT* = U\T\ \T\U* = C/|T|[/*C/|T|i7* = (U\T\U*)2, so that |T*| = U\T\U", since U\T\U" is positive. By induction, |TT/m = U\T\nlmU* holds for any natural numbers m and n; then letting n/m -* q, we have |T*|« = U\T\"U*, so we have (1). Put ß= 1 -a. By (1) REMARK. One might believe that the equality in Theorem 1 would hold iff |T|2qx and |T*|2(1-a)y are linearly dependent. But here we can give a counterexample. Let T = (°g), x = (J), y = (\) and et = |. Then \T*\y = 2|T|x, but \(Tx,y)\2 = 36 # (|T|x,x)(|T*|y,2/) = 54. In case 0 < a < 1, we have to emphasize that the equality in Theorem 1 holds iff |T|2ax and T*y are linearly dependent iffTx and \T*\2^~aS>y are linearly dependent. By this fact (Ii) in Theorem 1 is more convenient than \(Tx,y)\ < || |T|ax|| || |T*|1_ay|| which is equivalent to (L) because it reminds us of the case when the equality in (Ii ) holds. Also we can give an example such that the equality in Theorem 1 does not always hold even if |T|Qx and |T*|(1_Q)j/ are linearly dependent. Results in this paper would remain valid for unbounded operators under slightly modifications.
